Managing paper based patient records can consume a major portion of administrative costs. The need to maintain patients’ records/archive for a minimum period of 10 years after their last visit imposes further complications and costs.

CareTech’s iDoc™ product line is a web based and hosted hardware solution that helps you to manage and archive healthcare data and documents. It includes iDoc™ Content Management and iDoc™ Archive.

**iDoc™ Archive**
Simplify Healthcare Data Archival With iDoc™
iDoc™ Archive is a secure, cost-effective solution for storing and archiving healthcare information from legacy systems. Whether you retiring old systems or moving to a new system, iDoc™ Archive helps you to easily convert, safely store, and access your healthcare information.

**Does Your Archive Overwhelm You?**
The cost and effort to maintain legacy systems is huge, creates support issues, and takes up storage space. Accessing multiple systems to get the required information frustrates end-users and affects care delivery. Conversion cost and lack of vendor service increases the difficulty and risk.

**The iDoc™ Advantage**
iDoc™ Archive provides the security and reliability to meet compliance requirements and supports fast extraction, conversion, and implementation processes enabling dependable access to archived data.

**iDoc™ Archive - Developed With Hospitals, For Hospitals**
iDoc™ Archive reduces the cost of maintaining multiple sunset systems, and allows your staff to concentrate on more mission-critical projects. Streamlining information increases efficiency and improves patient care. As there is no new hardware required, you can free up your valuable storage space.

**Flexibility - Supports Multiple Formats And Provides EMR Integration**
iDoc™ Archive makes it easy to combine all health information from multiple systems and facilities into one easy to access central repository. You have full control over determining user access to specific information and to the functions that can be performed.

**Easy To Learn And Easy To Use**
iDoc™ Archive is easy to learn and use, requires minimal user training. Your physicians and staff can focus on delivering real-time patient care. It offers flexible reporting options to support audits and is backed by our award-winning Service Desk.

**Key features of iDoc™ Archive**
- Simple, easy-to-manage decommissioning solution for sunset/legacy healthcare IT systems
- Available as a real-time EMR chart backup fully integrated interface engine that can except HL7 and file based uploads from EMR to store
- Hosted solution - takes away the burden of managing hardware and IT requirements
- Seamless access - allows links from customer EMR to iDoc™ Archive
- Retention policy management – criteria based record purging
- Single repository for all your legacy healthcare data
- Data Center Services